In this paper we prove that, for type E 6 , the set of the skewcommutator relations of quantum root vectors forms a minimal Gröbner-Shirshov basis.
Introduction
The Gröbner-Shirshov basis theory provides a solution to the reduction problem for various kinds of algebras and gives an algorithm of computing a set of generators for a given ideal which can be used to determine the reduced elements with respect to the relations given by the ideal (see [1, 2, 4, 16] ).
In [3] , Bokut and Malcolmson developed the theory of Gröbner-Shirshov basis for the quantum enveloping algebras, or the so-called quantum groups and, by using the Jimbo relations given by Yamane in [17] , explicitly constructed the basis for the quantum group of type A n for (q 8 = 1). In [13] , ✩ Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant No. 11061033).
by using the skew commutator relations between quantum root vectors for the quantum group of type G 2 in [12] and the canonical isomorphism between the positive parts of quantum groups and the Ringel-Hall algebras, the authors give a Gröbner-Shirshov basis for quantum group of type G 2 .
In this paper, by using the Ringel-Hall algebra method, we compute all skew commutator relations between quantum root vectors first, and then prove that the set of these relations forms a minimal Gröbner-Shirshov basis of the quantum group of type E 6 .
Some preliminaries
For the convenience of the reader, in this section, we recall some notions about Gröbner-Shirshov basis theory of quantum groups and the Ringel-Hall algebras.
First, we recall some basic notions about Gröbner-Shirshov basis theory from [3] . Let k be a field and X a non-empty set of alphabets. Let X and k X be the free semigroup with 1 and a free algebra generated by X , respectively. We choose a monomial ordering < on X in order to determine a leading term f for each element f ∈ k X . An element f ∈ k X will be called monic if the coefficient of the leading term f is 1 ∈ k. If f and g are monic elements in k X with leading terms f and g, there will be a so-called composition of intersection if there are a and b in X such that f a = bg = ω with total length of f is larger than that of b. We write ( f , g) ω = f a − bg in that case and note that the leading term ( f , g) ω < ω. There will be a composition of inclusion if there are a and b in X such that f = agb = ω. We write ( f , g) ω = f − agb in that case and again note that the leading term is less than ω.
Let us take some set of relations S ⊆ k X (which, we will assume, consists of monic elements).
Let us denote by (S) the ideal generated by S in k X . Let p, q ∈ k X and ω ∈ X . We define an equivalent relation on k X as follows: p ≡ q mod(S; ω) if and
whenever the composition ( f , g) ω is defined and in this case we will say that the composition ( f , g) ω is trivial with respect to S. If S is not closed under composition, then we will need to expand S by including all nontrivial compositions (inductively) to obtain a completion S c . If S is complete (i.e. closed under composition) in this sense (S c = S), then Shirshov's Lemma (see [16] ) says that any monic element f ∈ (S) has a reducible leading term f = asb, where s ∈ S and a, b ∈ X . Shirshov's Lemma also says that a linear basis for the factor algebra k X /(S) (i.e., as a vector space over k) may be obtained by taking the set of irreducible monomials in X .
The set S will then be referred to as a Gröbner-Shirshov basis for the ideal (S). By abusing the definition we may also refer to S as a Gröbner-Shirshov basis for the factor algebra k X /(S). The set S will be called a minimal Gröbner-Shirshov basis if there is no inclusion composition in S.
Next, we recall the definition of quantum groups from [5] and [10] .
there exists a diagonal matrix D with nonzero integer diagonal entries d i such that the product D A is symmetric. Let q be a nonzero element of k so that q
, F i , subject to the following set of relations (for 1 i, j N):
The main result in [3] is following
is a Gröbner-Shirshov basis of U q (A).
Finally, we recall some basic notions about the twisted generic Ringel-Hall algebras. Because in this paper, we only consider the quantum group of type E 6 , we recall the relevant notions directly for the finite dimensional hereditary algebra of Dynkin type from [6] .
Let F be a finite field, − → Q a (connected) quiver with the underlying graph Q of Dynkin type, that is Q ∈ {A n , D n , E 6 , E 7 , E 8 }, then it is well known that the path algebra Λ(F, 
Note that (−,−) is the symmetrization of −,− .
Let υ be an indeterminate and Q(υ) be the rational function field of υ over the field Q of rational numbers and set υ 2 = q. In order to define the twisted generic Ringel-Hall algebra, we recall the notion of Hall polynomials.
For a Dynkin diagram Q , there is the corresponding semisimple Lie algebra g and the Cartan matrix A. Let Φ + be the set of positive roots of g. According to [7] , dim is a bijection between the set of the isomorphism classes of the indecomposable modules and the set of positive roots Φ + of g. 
holds for each finite field F. From now on, we fix k = Q(υ). Let − → Q be a Dynkin quiver with underlying graph Q and g (resp. A) the corresponding semisimple Lie algebra (resp. the Cartan matrix). Then the main result in [11] is
Theorem 2.3 (Ringel). The map
is a Q(υ)-algebra isomorphism.
Gröbner-Shirshov basis of quantum group of type E 6
Throughout this section, quantum group U q (A) means the quantum group U q of type E 6 : 
for the elements E ij (1 i 5), then this ordering induces a degree-lexicographical ordering on the monomials of these elements. For convenience, we denote by P i (1 i 195) Proof. Before starting our proof, we do following observations in order to shorten our proof. First, in the oriented graph (1) subgraph for suitable orientation, and the Gröbner-Shirshov basis in these two cases are known (see [3, 12, 14] ), so we also do not need to consider these cases. Hence there are 1440 possible compositions between the elements of S +c that we need to consider. By tedious computation we know that all these compositions are trivial modulo the ideal I . For save space, here we only give the proof of following 4 compositions:
3. We take
(1 i 2) and
where
The proof is finished. 2
From [12] we know that each E ij (1 i, j 6) can be written as a polynomial of root vectors E 1 ,
, E 6 and if we apply the involution ω (see [9] ) to these polynomials and denote by F ij We define an ordering
for the elements F ij (1 i 5), then this ordering induces a degree-lexicographical ordering on the monomials of these elements. Similar to the discussions in the positive part, we denote the polynomials obtained from the relations in (R1 ) by Q (ij) (kl) . Let 
